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CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The Council of the Haida Nation’s Conflict of Interest policy was put in
place to guide elected representatives in the day-to-day business of the
CHN. The policy describes what a conflict of interest is and provides ways
to disclose a perceived or real conflict. A central point of the policy is that
representatives do not use their position or information that they have
received while in that position for personal or other gain.
Highlights from the policy includes:
2. Conflict of Interest
(a) For the purposes of these Regulations, a Representative has a conflict
of interest when the Representative exercises an official power or
performs an official duty or function in the execution of his or her office
and at the same time knows ... there is an opportunity to further his or
her private interest or family’s private interest.
3. Conflict of Interest Prohibition
(a) (iii) Use his or her office to seek to influence a decision, to be made by
another person, to further the Representative’s private interest.
4. Conflict of Interest Disclosure
(a) A Representative who has reasonable grounds to believe that he or
she has a conflict of interest in a matter ... shall if present at a meeting
considering the matter:
(i) Disclose the general nature of the conflict of interest;
(ii) Withdraw from the meeting without voting or participating... .
In total there are seven sections to this policy which also address
disclosure, disciplinary procedures and interpretations. If you would like
a copy of the policy please contact the Secretariat of the Haida Nation in
Old Massett or Skidegate.
TRAVEL POLICY
The Travel Policy is to ensure that CHN travel is by the most direct
route, and efficient. Representatives and employees travel to further the
mandate of the CHN. The policy covers the approval, per diem rates and
claim procedures.
Highlights from the policy includes:
2. (a) CHN travel expenditures shall be approved by CHN through
Budgets for each operating sector of CHN, or CHN may give special
consent for specific travel. CHN Financial circumstances and benefits
toward the CHN mandate are to be fully considered in the decision ]
to authorize travel expenditures. In any event, all travel shall be preapproved by CHN.
Cover: Ariane Medley, Lisa White and Sherri Dick show their Raven’s Tail aprons.
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GidGalang Kuuyas
Naay, Precious
Children’s House

New @ haidanation.ca
New to the CHN web site are the
OUR WORLD videos produced by
Old Massett youth. They are posted
in the photo galleries section on the
front page.

from the Skidegate Haida Immersion
Program newsletter
On June 15th the elders of the
Skidegate Haida Immersion
Program gifted the students and
staff of Queen Charlotte Secondary
School with their newly recorded
Pocketbook Guide to the Skidegate
Haida Language CD in MP3 format.
The CDs and text were paid for by
money given to the SHIP program
on behalf of Johnny and Elizabeth
Williams. It was the wish of Mr Williams that this money be used for a
Haida language gift to the youth of
Haida Gwaii.
At the ceremony the elders also gave
the Queen Charlotte School a Haida
name—Gidgalang Kuuyas Naay, Precious Children’s House.
Haaw’a, to the elders of SHIP for their
work and recording on this project,
and to Johnny and Elizabeth for their
financial donation. •

The videos were produced in Old
Massett and are personal expressions
on various subjects.

Upsy Moody enjoying From a Few
Weavers on show at Kaay Llnagaay.

From a Few Weavers

Currently on display a Kaay Llnagaay
are 75+ pieces of weaving from the
collection of Robert Davidson. The
show features old and new examples
of Naaxiin and Raven’s Tail weaving,
cedar and spruce root basketry and
hats. The show runs until August 28.
If you can’t get to Kaay in realtime
you can go online and view about a
dozen photos at http://www.flickr.
com/photos/rainypotato and click on
the link.

We are not alone - Kristy Bell; The
lost Raven finding his way - Curtis
Ambrose Brown; Our World - Kiefer
Collison; The Power of the Haida Branden Brown, What is change?
and Grounded in Tradition.
Also in the photo gallery are new
slide shows of Jaalen Edenshaw’s
pole raising, Donnie Edenshaw’s pole
raising, and Xaad Xilaa – Christian
White’s pole raising. •

Good Standing

Samantha Rullin, daughter of
Tamara and Allan Davidson was
acknowledged on the Grade 10
honour roll at Carson Graham
Secondary School in North
Vancouver Samantha had an 87
percent average. Congratulations
Samantha!

ATLEO NEW NATIONAL CHIEF
Sean A-in-chut Atleo, an Ahousaht hereditary chief, was elected as National Chief of
the Assembly of First Nations at the general assembly July 23rd in Calgary Alberta.
Atleo ran a campaign focussed on a four pillar platform which highlighted issues such
as education, Treaty implementation, economic sustainability, relationship building and
strengthening First Nations governments.
Below is the breakdown of voting over the course of eight rounds in a tight match for
the position.
Candidates John Beaucage (89), Terrance Nelson (57), and Bill Wilson (11) dropped out
after the first round of voting. •
Voting
Round

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Sean
Atleo

238

276
50.36%

266
50.9%

264
49%

254
50%

256
51.4%

269
53.5%

265
58.2%

Perry
Bellegarde

162

272
49.64%

265
49.91%

267
50.26%

254
50%

242
48.6%

225
46.5%

189
41.45
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President’s Report, July 2009
These last few months have been largely invested
in shoring up the gains of the past years and organizing to move on into another phase of growth.
There is no single approach that will secure our
objectives and we will continue to use the Courts,
to build on alliances, to strategically negotiate,
remain prepared to take action should the situation call for it, and to plan our future least someone else plan it for us.

As a benefit from our efforts of twenty years ago, we
have the Gwaii Trust, originally a $ 38-million package now worth double that. One of the benefits of our
court case of 10 years ago is the “revenue sharing”
arrangement we made, currently a mere $1.8-million
but only a few years ago the concept of revenue sharing was never considered. And, as a part of our victory
in protecting an additional 25 percent of our land,
bring it to full half under protection, we have also
secured about $10-million for management of the
land and $10-million for economic development.

Our title case is on hold, giving a chance for negotiations to occur, though the preparatory work for the
case still goes on. Lately we have had the benefit of
the Chilcotin Court decision which has given us further guidance in the what is necessary to win.

These are not huge sums of money, but it is hard
earned money that was factored into our strategy and
delivered. These few dollars are above and beyond
anything which would have come in by any of the
normal channels and the use of these dollars must be
careful and deliberate.

It is through deliberate and logical planning that we
have achieved measurable goals. We have been able
to protect practically everything we set out to protect with considered attention to our culture and the
environment.

Our Haida Independence Project includes a strategy
for us to have the controlling interest of the forests
that remain available for logging. Phase One, a Haida
tenure, is close to completion and when completed
will see us holding 120,000 cubic metres a year in a
perpetual license.

We recognize that forestry will be a part of our economy. Where there will be logging, it will take place with
higher standards than have ever been considered. Our
own people are working with the Ministry of Forests
and Range on how this will be done and ultimately it
will provide better protection for creeks, fish and wildlife—that is our goal.

Of even a greater consequence to our people is the
potential of being a player in the realm of electricity.
The windmill project has been on our table for several
years and the jury is now coming in with a thumbs
up on the environmental affects of the project. It is
difficult to break the habit of saying no, but in the interests of building a lasting economy all things must
be considered. Should this project proceed, we will
realize $3-5 million a year without risk or investment
but with some investment, the benefits could be many
times that.

While many of our broader goals have been accomplished we will continually run up against the
Crowns unwillingness to cede any of the powers that
they presently have. In the management of the Protected Areas such as Duu Guusd—that we fought so
long and hard for— we have invited joint management, and they still want ultimate control.
We have shifted a lot of our focus in planning to the
waters that surround us, where again, there is the
need for protection. But Fisheries and Oceans is so
far, unwilling to go into joint management. It is important to note that in these planning processes, as
in accordance with our objectives, we are leading in
the information and planning stages. The protection
of the oceans is no less critical than the lands and in
many instances there are species and areas that are
more endangered.

None of these opportunities will drop into our laps
and all are ours to lose if we do not work hard and
bring them to fruition.
Please be involved, pay attention to the business
of the nation as this is all of our business, all of 		
our opportunity.

While the management of our lands and waters remains a priority, it must also be a priority to bring
the Haida Nation to financial Independence.
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Quarterly and All Leaders Meetings Report, July 2009
The July, Quarterly and All Leaders
Meeting of the Council of the Haida
Nation provided comprehensive
reporting on most areas of CHN
operations.
The overall vision and strategy was
layed out over two days as well as
updates on the title case, fisheries
issues, lands and waters etc. Not
all can be reported here as some
information is internal to the Nation
but following is a brief overview of
some of the business conducted
over the two days.

At this past quarterly session, the
Skidegate and Massett Councils
presented another model in response
to the CHN’s original proposal.
There was good debate around
the models and pointed questions
looking for more detail and
explanation. Old Massett Village
Councillor, Judy Williams said that
this presentation was opening
the first door. “It [economic selfsufficiency] is something we all want
as a Haida Nation, we want to join
forces with the CHN. We are not
trying to alienate anyone and would
like another meeting. We wanted
to make a presentation and open
eyes and ears and then sit down
together to discuss this.” That notion
was reflected by many speakers
and meetings are being organized

Photo: Allan Wilson

ECONOMIC SOVEREIGNTY
A piece of the long-term plan of the
nation is economic self-sufficiency.
The project is known as the Haida
Independence Project and was
presented at a Special House of
Assembly, November 18, 2008.
In the plan the CHN described
how it will approach economic
development at the national level
and at the same time support
individual business enterprises.

The Haida delegation visited windfarm sites in England this July. L-R: Matt
Burns, Vice-president, NaiKun Wind Energy Group; David Crosby; Betty
Richardson; Allan Wilson; Lonnie Young; Beryl Parke and Arnie Bellis.
to have a look at the models and
work them through. Frank Collison
summed it up with a couple of
questions that cut to the issue. “How
do we integrate these different
systems, [and] we need to figure out
how to support businesses with a
political system.”
WIND
Beryl Parke, CHN rep on the
Environmental Assessment Technical
Working Group reported on the
NaiKun application and review
process and the steps being taken to
ensure that Haida Nation interests
are being accounted for during
the environmental assessment. The
federal governments environmental
review and the Haida Nation
evaluation are still under way but it
is expected that they will both be
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completed by the end of the year.
A Haida delegation visited wind
farm sites in England and Wales this
July. It was a fact finding mission
and, “to see first hand what the
turbines looked like, how they
sound, how local people feel about
them and hear about any negative
environmental impacts,” said Beryl
Parke. Betty Richardson went as a
lady held in high esteem, Sgaann
7iw 7waans, Allan Wilson and
Gaahlaay, Lonnie Young attended for
the Hereditary Leaders, Arnie Bellis
as Vice-president, David Crosby as
a CHN rep and Beryl Parke for the
CHN Technical Working Group. They
visited many farms over a few days
but focussed on two main sites. In
Quarterly’s continued next page
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Quarterly Meetings from page 7
the Greater Yarmouth area they
saw 30 turbines offshore and at
Robin Rigg, on the northwest
coast near the border of Scotland
they saw about 60 turbines. The
turbines were made by the same
company that NaiKun will be using.
Parke said they learned that the
English people had many of the
same concerns as the Haida.
Things like turbine noise, visual
pollution and physical impacts
on marine birds and mammals.
There were also similar concerns
about cables and disturbance of
the crab fishery at Robin Rigg. She
said, “Citizens cited no impacts
on marine mammals or birds and
that noise was not an issue.” The
Haida delegation found that out
themselves while visiting one farm.
A short video that Parke presented
showed the delegation out on the
water right beneath the turbines
and not hearing a thing. Parke says
they were very impressed with the
turbines and farms.

OIL & GAS
Enbridge will be visiting the Islands
August 28th to discuss the twin
pipeline project proposed to run
from near Edmonton, Alberta to
Kitimat, with the CHN. In a letter
to the CHN, John Carruthers,
President, Enbridge Northern

visit haidanation.ca
video | galleries| world news

Photo: Allan Wilson

In the near future a crab fisherman
from England with years of experience, will be coming to Haida
Gwaii to present his findings
to local fishermen and there
is a trip being lined up to take
local crabbers to England to see
the turbines and to have frank
discussions first hand.

An example of the wind turbines that are similar to the ones that may be
placed in Hecate Strait if the NaiKun project is chosen by BC Hydro to
provide electricity.
Gateway says, “We agree that issues
of environmental sustainability and
marine safety are critical ones that
must be addressed. We believe these
important issues are best examined
by involving all communities that
are potentially impacted by our
proposed project.”
SOCKEYE & CLAMS
Haida Fisheries Chair, Ron Williams,
spoke on the activities of Haida
Fisheries in the last quarter. He
reported that there were many
concerns about the sockeye fishery
this year. He talked about the need
6

for enforcement of the CHN policy
because as it stands now there are
no consequences to Haida citizens
for not complying with CHN policy.
Russ Jones said that there is a Haida
Fisheries Management Plan for the
Copper and Yakoun and they are
working with Fisheries and Oceans
Canada to figure out a way to
support enforcement of the Plan.
Haida Fisheries Co-chair, Robert Davis
said he received complaints about
the razor clam fishery being closed
early. Davis said that he supported
the staff decision to close the fishery

August 2009

as they were just 2800 lbs under the
quota and that the community can
dig 20-30,000 lbs on a zero tide.
Davis said, “This was a good reason
to shut it down, as we did not want
to go over the quota, which we
would have.”
The Haida Provider is commercial
salmon fishing at the moment but
will move over to food fish later
in the summer. Conrad Collison
is skippering the vessel with crew
members, Russell Gamble, Brendan
Collison, Chuck Jones and Ritchie
Buxton.
FISHING LODGES
Fishing lodges are up and running
on the north and west coast. An
agreement signed by the CHN and
the West Coast Resorts is in place
with portions of the agreement
being phased in over a two-year
period. The agreement covers
phasing out catch and release and
new rules for catching bottom fish.
A similar agreement with Charlotte
Queen Fishing Adventures is in the
works and should be in place by the
end of this season.
HUMAN REMAINS PROTOCOL
A protocol for the discovery of
human remains is now in place.
A report to the quarterly meeting
by Captain Gold, Chair of the
Archeology committee says that,
Haida ‘burials’ occur all around Haida
Gwaii. Historically Haida were laid
to rest in various ways depending
on the family traditions or time in
history, such as placing the deceased
with some belongings and medicines
into burial boxes and putting those
boxes into the tops of mortuary
house, into caves or at special
landmark locations. (See this page)
ELECTION REGULATIONS
The proposed changes to the
elections regulations for the most
part are basic house keeping with
one exception. It is being proposed
that the term of office for CHN
elected officials be increase from two
to three years. •

NEW PROTOCOL for

Reporting Discovery of
Human Remains

A protocol has been signed by the Council of the Haida Nation and the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police to safeguard any human remains that
are discovered on Haida Gwaii.
Historically Haida “burials” occurred all around the Islands and people
were laid to rest in various ways depending on family traditions or time
in history.
These historic “burials” sometimes become exposed by natural forces
or through land development and the ancestor remains need to be
treated with the utmost respect.
The public is asked to cooperate with the CHN and RCMP if you or
anyone you know discovers human remains.
PROTOCOL for REPORTING DISCOVERY of HUMAN REMAINS
If you find skeletal remains anywhere on Haida Gwaii please do not
take photos or tough anything. Please make note of the location and
report your observations to one of the following.
1) Secretariat of the Haida Nation - Massett, 250.626.5252
2) Council of the Haida Nation - Skidegate, 250.559.8=4468
3) Royal Canadian Mounted Police - Masset, 250.626.391
4) Royal Canadian Mounted Police - Village of Queen Charlotte,
250.559.4421
The Council of the Haida Nation and Royal Canadian Mounted Police
will address the situation together.
1) The Secretariat of the Haida Nation will be contacted immediately
by the RCMP once discovery of human remains or vice versa.
2) The CHN Heritage chair will designate someone to visit the site with
the RCMP.
3) No remains will be analyzed or removed without first consulting
the CHN and the RCMP (will accommodate their concerns) in the
likelihood the remains in question are archeological.
4) The Haida Heritage chair will provide the RCMP with background in
formation regarding surrounding area.
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The debate over recognition and reconciliation legislation
In 2005, the province of BC and the
First Nations Leadership Council
entered into a New Relationship
agreement. The parties agreed
to establish new processes and
institutions for shared decisionmaking regarding land and resources and for revenue and benefit
sharing. Further commitment to
this new relationship was to enact
provincial legislation that would in
part, recognize Aboriginal rights
and title as defined by the province
and establish ways to resolve
disputes that arise from the new
legislation.
In June, the First Nations Leadership
Council withdrew from the process
of developing language for the
drafting of legislation and is now
in consultation with First Nations
communities about how to proceed. The draft legislation has
been tightly controlled and has
not received broad distribution for
review.
The Haida Nations recognizes
many of the problems with the
reconciliation
and
recognition
concept as do other nations,
but at this time the CHN is not
opposing it until they have seen the
legislation.
Guujaaw, President of the Haida
Nation, said, “If this concept takes
the Haida Nation closer to our
objective without compromising
them, then there isn’t a problem.
Following are abridged versions
of news stories that ran in papers
across the country.

BC Liberals pursue revenue sharing
with First Nations
by Mi-Jung Lee, CTVBC.CA
April 27, 2009

“The BC Liberals aren’t making it
a major issue in their campaign,
but they plan to share some of
$2.7-billion in revenue from major
BC industries with First Nations.”
It’s all part of a move to give native
groups title to their historical land.
And as First Nations lived in the
whole of British Columbia, there’s
a lot of land on the table: some 94
per cent of the province is under
discussion as provincial Crown land.
The proposed legislation is called
the Reconciliation and Recognition
Act. The government discussion
paper says the goal is to recognize
aboriginal rights and title, and share
in the revenue.
Campbell had promised the native
leaders the plan would be law before
the election. But business groups
and others said they wanted to be
consulted first.
Recognition and reconciliation

by Gordon Hoekstra, Prince George Citizen
May 4, 2009

As the Liberals considered
introducing legislation, concerns
were expressed by business groups
and local First Nations communities.
Prince George-Mackenzie Liberal
incumbent Pat Bell says the idea
of introducing an aboriginal title
recognition act is complex, but
worthwhile. He also notes that the
Liberal’s plan is driven by repeated
court decisions.
Bell says the current process is not
working.
“We likely spend in the neighbourhood of $100 million a year in my
ministry alone in consultation, and
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different forms of accommodation,
to try and get through all the processes,” said Bell, who held the
post of forests minister prior to the
election. “It has just slowed down
the system and it’s overwhelming.”
That’s true for First Nations as well,
he says.
Bell said the changes will help
establish a well-defined consultation
system, and does not give First
Nations a veto over industrial
projects.
Prince George-Valemount NDP
candidate Julie Carew says her party
also recognizes that the province
must respect recognition and
accommodation in order for the
province and First Nations to move
forward.
Campbell has officials working on
first nations legislation
by Vaughn Palmer, Vancouver Sun
May 7, 2009

The Liberals say the proposed
recognition and reconciliation
act means a “seismic change” in
relations between government
and some 200 first nations.
Critics agree the measure is hugely
important. But they fear it could have
mostly negative consequences for
the public interest. All this without a
word of legal text being shared with
the electorate.
The Liberals did release a discussion
paper on the proposal two months
ago. But that was “a political
document, not a legal document,”
according to former attorney-general
Geoff Plant, who is a serving as key
adviser in this exercise.
“I say it’s past time to acknowledge the
failure of [our] approach,” Plant argued
in the text of his April 27 address. “When
the status quo isn’t working, you should
do something different.
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Get him going and he’ll rattle off
a string of court cases where the
province was sent packing with its
“impoverished” legal position in
tatters.

would incorporate “a watered-down
form of aboriginal title,” that would
be “non-exclusive” and overlap with
Crown title, resource tenures and
other forms of ownership.

‘Recognition Act’ will water down
native claims, group fears

They further challenged the accompanying proposal to recognize some
30 “indigenous nations” as the overarching structure for the more than
200 first nations that have already
been recognized in BC.

by Vaughn Palmer, Vancouver Sun
June 3, 2009

Premier Gordon Campbell’s
controversial proposal to recognize
aboriginal rights and title in
provincial legislation has drawn
more objections, this time from a
group of prominent lawyers who’ve
represented many BC first nations in
court.
“Our legal opinion is that negative
aspects of the current proposal
outweigh the positive ones,” say
Jack Woodward, Peter Grant, Greg
McDade, Murray Browne and 10
other “litigators” who’ve fought
(and won) many cases on behalf of
natives.
“Based on available information,”
says their 22-page commentary
on the proposed recognition act,
“this legislation will be difficult to
support.”
The Liberals have yet to share a text
of the legislation with the public.
The lawyers based their opinion on
the contents of a discussion paper
produced by the government in consultation with senior native leaders.
When the paper was released earlier
this year, business leaders, lawyers
for the resource industries, and
even some members of the B.C.
Liberal caucus, objected that the
government was going too far in
recognizing aboriginal title.
In contrast, the 14 lawyers say the
proposal does not go far enough.
The legislation would stop short of
recognizing “exclusive” aboriginal
title as set out in the Constitution
and relevant decisions by the
Supreme Court of Canada. Rather it

“It appears to be the objective of the
province to reduce the number of
first nations with which it will have to
deal,” the lawyers’ commentary says.
Title law would undermine native
rights, lawyers say
Globe and Mail, Justine Hunter
June 7, 2009

A proposed law that is being drafted
to recognize aboriginal title in BC
may “fatally undermine” those
rights, a group of lawyers specializing
in native law argues.
The 22-page legal opinion, signed by
14 lawyers, is feeding into an intense
debate within the province’s native
communities over the creation of the
tentatively named Recognition and
Reconciliation Act.
“The form of title proposed for recognition appears to be a significantly watered-down version of
aboriginal title,” states the paper,
signed by well-known native-rights
lawyers including Jack Woodward,
Robert Morales and Greg McDade.
“In our view, that is legally a net loss
for first nations.”
Back on the road to recognition
Hope Standard
June 8, 2009

who negotiated the latest deal,
Squamish Chief Gibby Jacob said
“we cannot support the legislative
initiative in its current form.”
Jacob listed several points that sum
up the main objections from the
aboriginal side of the table.
• The aboriginal title Campbell is
offering to recognize provincewide “is not the full aboriginal title
recognized by our laws or by the
Supreme Court of Canada….”
• Revenue sharing for economic
development is “ill-defined.”
• Decision-making on land and
resources is not really “shared,” as
it leaves the Crown with the final
say and protects existing tenures
such as forest licences.
• The proposal to reorganize 203
BC aboriginal bands into two
dozen Indigenous Nations“ is 		
inconsistent with our history.”
Federal official scolds BC for
native-rights bill

by Justine Hunter, Globe and Mail
June 10, 2009

The BC government is jeopardizing
relations with Ottawa on critical
aboriginal issues with its handling of
a proposed new law on native rights,
a letter obtained by The Globe and
Mail warns.
The federal government has
not commented publicly on the
proposed Recognition Act, which has
been described in BC as a “seismic
shift” in the province’s approach to
land claims.

Premier Gordon Campbell’s
aboriginal rights recognition project
is heading into a summer of regional
sessions with chiefs around BC, and
as expected it’s in for a rough ride.

“While the government of Canada
fully respects British Columbia’s
ability to take whatever legislative
and litigation steps that it sees fit,
the federal government has played
and wishes to continue playing a key
role in resolving Aboriginal issues of
critical importance to all concerned,”

In a May 26 letter to the senior chiefs

News stories continued next page.
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News stories from page 9
wrote Michael Wernick, the deputy
minister for Indian and Northern
Affairs.
“We have recently learned through
media reports that the government
of British Columbia is considering
landmark legislation dealing with
questions that are at the core of
many initiatives, such as treaty
negotiations, litigation and policy
development.”
Mike de Jong, BC’s Aboriginal
Relations Minister, met the province’s
native chiefs in March.
He was seeking support for the
unprecedented legislation that would
recognize aboriginal rights and title
and lay the groundwork for revenuesharing on such resources as mining
and forestry.
He’s just not that into you,
Mr. Prime Minister
by Justine Hunter, Globe and Mail
June 12, 2009

Sometimes, there comes a point in a
relationship when one partner starts
to suspect that they are being taken
for granted.
“Unprecedented, unexpected
and last minute,” is how the top
bureaucrat in Indian and Northern
Affairs Canada, deputy minister
Michael Wernick, described BC’s
actions. Can we talk? he asked his
BC counterpart, Bob de Faye. More
precisely, he demanded a briefing
to find out what the province is
doing. “Being briefed in the shortterm future on those matters and the
apparent significant shifts in longstanding approaches,” he wrote, will
be crucial to keeping Ottawa at the
table in resolving aboriginal issues
in BC.

Changing direction

by Gordon Hoekstra, Citizen staff
June 26, 2009

Efforts by the BC Liberals to redefine
the provincial government’s
relationship with First Nations have
run into a variety of concerns from
across the aboriginal community
The BC Liberal government appears
to be easing a little from its head-on
plunge into rewriting, in legislation,
its relationship with First Nations.
The government had already shelved
its plan to introduce the legislation
meant to recognize aboriginal rights
and title — “without requirement
of proof or strength of claim” —
before the May election in the face of
protest from both industry and First
Nations.
“What we are doing now is
observing respectfully the
consultations which the First
Nations leadership are undertaking
across the province,” newlyappointed Aboriginal Relations
and Reconciliation Minister George
Abbott told The Citizen.
“We’ll await the advice of the First
Nations Leadership Council at the
conclusion of their consultations as
to whether they believe First Nations
in the province are supportive of
proceeding to legislation in this
area,” he said.
Abbott also made it clear that
the province would not be acting
unilaterally. The legislative push
needs the support of First Nations.
Some First Nations have taken a
[strong stand] against the concept
in its current form.
The Carrier Sekani Tribal Council has
called the proposal a “dead-end”
and have withdrawn their support.
They are calling on First Nations
throughout BC to join them.
Abbott, the new aboriginal
reconciliation and relations minister,
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said, however, he does not expect
it will be necessary to wait until all
those meetings are complete to
decide the next move.
Natives reject planned bill

by Judith Lavoie, Victoria Times Colonist
July 12, 2009

Proposed legislation that the provincial
government hopes will cement a new
relationship with First Nations is being
slammed by band members and elders
around the province.
Forums organized by the First Nations
Leadership Council on the proposed
Recognition and Reconciliation Act are
being held in aboriginal communities
around BC.
Although council members helped
government draft the five-page
discussion paper on the proposed
new law recognizing aboriginal title,
speakers at the dozen meetings held
so far have made it clear some of the
basic principles are unacceptable, said
Grand Chief Stewart Phillip, Union of
BC Indian Chiefs president.
A major concern is the plan to
reorganize BC’s 203 bands into 30
regional indigenous nations, based on
historical lines, something government
believes is necessary if treaties are to be
achieved.
The concepts were originally
supported by the Union of BC Indian
Chiefs, First Nations Summit and BC
Assembly of First Nations, and the
backlash has come as a shock, Phillip
said.
Forums will continue through the
summer and a summary report is
expected from a province-wide chiefs
meeting at the end of August.
Aboriginal Relations Minister George
Abbott said government will wait until
First Nations have completed their
consultations before taking the 		
next step. •
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Inuit mermaid makes her way to Haida Gwaii
Inuit art like Haida art is sought after by many
collectors. If you look in any art magazine chances
are you will find Inuit work alongside Navajo and
Northwest Coast art.

story and photo by Kwiaahwah Jones

Recently, Goota Ashoona,
a big name in Inuit art
came to Haida Gwaii on an
artists exchange. With her
family of artists including
her husband, Bob Kussy,
and son, Joejaw Ashoona
along with other relatives
they came to visit the artist
communities of Haida Gwaii.
With them they brought
their culture and their art.
They worked as artists
do at the Haida Heritage
Centre, in the carving shed,
alongside Marcel Russ and
company. This provided a
great exchange between
carvers as Goota shaped
out a figure in whale bone
and Russ worked on a cedar
pole.

L-R: Goota Ashoon, Bob Kussy, Joejaw Ashoona with their carving showing an
Inuit woman transforming into a mermaid. It is on display at the Haida Gwaii
Museum.

The Artist of the New Moon events this year included
a literally reading and entertainment night. Goota
and her family joined local festivities and she
hypnotized a large crowd with her throat singing.
Goota also went as far to throat sing over blues
guitar, which was a first time experience for her but
will definitely not be the last.
During their two-week stay, the Ashoona family
traveled throughout Haida Gwaii in hot dazzling
weather and spoke with many artists. One highlight
was an exchange while they were carving in Old
Massett with artist Christian White. Joejaw Ashoona,
Goota’s 21 year old son, was able to try his hand at
argillite, and Christian’s nephew Morris White, was
able to try whale bone.

family for the invitation that was extended by
Guujaaw and the Haida Gwaii Museum. Kussy
could not express how impressed he was about the
hospitality of the Islands people, never have they
ever felt so welcomed or impressed about going to
a museum, or artist community.
To show their appreciation and as a way to give
back, the family carved a couple of pieces they are
giving to the Haida Gwaii Museum to either keep
or sell to raise funds. One carving is a 5-foot whale
bone shows an Inuit woman transforming into a
mermaid and to date is the largest carving they
have done. They said that the Inuit mermaid has
made her way to Haida Gwaii. If you would like to
see this beautiful piece of work she is on display at
the Haida Gwaii Museum.
In their parting words they never said goodbye but
more a big thank you and, “We will be back!”.

The Ashoona’s said that their stay here was one of
the best experiences they have had as they were
greeted with warm faces and grand welcoming up
and down the Islands. Bob Kussy, Goota’s husband,
shared his deepest appreciation on behalf of the

You can see a short video on Ashoona’s studio and working methods
at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8dRtap4MOY
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A gathering of
like-minded souls
story and photos by Jack Litrell

I

t all started when Sherri Dick asked her husband,
Mick Morrison, to build her a small longhouse
behind their home in Old Massett. She envisioned a
place where weavers could work together in a creative
atmosphere. The longhouse was built but after four
years of working there alone she wanted company.
She invited and cajoled her teacher, Willie White, into
coming over to stay with her and began phoning friends.
Willie’s arrival was like a magnet. “The weavers started
coming out of the woodwork”, she said. Looms were
brought over, tables set up and the space filled. It wasn’t
a class or a workshop, but a gathering of like-minded
souls around a practice that is often solitary.
The group consisted of Sherri, her daughter Kerri, Vicki
Moody, Lisa White, Jade Boyko, Meghan O’Brian, Ariane
Medley, Kimberly Lightbown, and Joan Hart.

“My husband at the time, Beau Dick, had made a
beautiful Raven rattle and wanted to trade her for
teaching me. In the old way that would have been a
proper way to make a payment, but I guess she wasn’t
interested in such a beautiful thing. I didn’t get the
chance [to learn from her] but in a way it was a blessing
because I got to learn the real thing from the real person
who understands the meaning of it—more than just
money.”
“After that first attempt I really didn’t have any interest in
the weaving, […] when I got turned away I never went
any further.”
But that changed eleven years ago Sherri encountered
Willie White who was weaving at the Museum of
Northern BC in Prince Rupert.
“When I ran into Willie, I was watching him weave and
we were talking, I told him about trying to learn earlier in
my life. ’Well,’ he said, ‘Do you really want to learn?’ and
I said, yeah, I do really want to learn.”

All the women who gathered had been taught weaving
by a family member or a practicing weaver. Sherri’s
first attempt to learn Naaxiin weaving was when she
approached a person who was teaching it and charging
$3500 for the training.

He said that if I was serious I should bring my mother and
12
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they would talk about it. So I brought my mother
over to Prince Rupert and took her to the museum
and she and Willie sat and talked for a couple of
hours. What’s important is Willie knowing my
lineage, knowing whom I come from, whom you
are, is important. They decided that they would

“Weaving is much more than
producing a fine garment with
intricate patterns.
The weavers all speak about the
spiritual connections that are made
in the work and a place where time
does not exist.”

Willie White; Joan Hart and Rayne Boyko prepare wool for the warp, by spinning multiple strands along the thigh.
give me the blessing of being able to learn from
him. That was when he made up his mind that I
was acceptable for an apprenticeship.”
Sherri and Beau moved to a house Beau had in
Port Edward and from there she drove into Prince
Rupert each day.
Willie White is Tsimshian from Lax Kw’alaams.
His aunt taught him to weave bark baskets at a
seaweed camp, and he says that she was the only
one weaving baskets in Tsimshian territory back
then. She learned from her grandmother and he
remembers hearing how they made bark baskets
for berries, cooking oolichan or fish, and carrying
wood.
“You couldn’t go to Zeller’s to get a new tote
when you needed something,” he says. “[At the

time] I thought she was getting quite old, so I’d better learn
everything I can from her, and now that I think about it, she
was just a few years older than I am now (49)—and she’s still
weaving baskets.”
Ever since he was a young child Willie wanted to weave. “We
would go to visit the robes, it’s like visiting a teacher—they’re
our teachers, our university. The robes are the ones that teach
us. Everything I know about Chilkat is from looking at the old
robes. I’ve only had thirty hours of instruction—in the long run
it’s nothing,” he said, “[But] it’s my responsibility to teach this
so that when I’m dead and gone the next generation has this
knowledge.”
As the group works side-by-side, Willie and Sherri offer help,
tips, and demonstrate technique. There is at times exasperated
teeth-gnashing as whole rows have to be undone due to
mistakes—it is intense work.
Weaving continued next page
13
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L-R: Meghan O’Brian, Kerri Dick and Vicki Moody. Below: Sherri Dicks studio filled with weavers.
Weaving continued from page 9
For many years Vicki Moody worked
cedar. After completing a robe and
poncho in 2001 she became ill and
was unable to weave for seven years.
“I considered cedar to be my
medicine before, but I can’t do it
as I could.” She is glad that Sherri
insisted that she come to work with
wool. “Now that I’m starting this
it feels like the medicine I need to
slowly ease back into my body doing
more work.”
It was berry picking that inspired
Meghan O’Brian from Alert Bay to
make the baskets. Now she’s being
mentored by Sherri in Raven’s Tail,
and will be starting a Naaxiin blanket
in the fall.

see how ingenious it is to create
such a supernatural thing. To me
[weaving] had to have come in a
dream or a medicine journey,” says
Vicki Moody.
Sherri says, “To me it’s like a prayer,
especially if you’re making something
for a person you know. You put a lot
of your good thoughts into the work,
good things that you want for that
person”.
“I remember times when people
would turn lights off on me, and

Lisa White weaves to create regalia
for her family. “I have a lot of family
who dance, so I have a lot of things
I could be making. There’s always
somebody to make something for.”
Weaving is much more than
producing a fine garment with
intricate patterns. The weavers all
speak about the spiritual connections
that are made in the work and a
place where time does not exist.
“As the pattern unfolds, all of a
sudden it pops out at you and you
14

shove food in front of me, because
you go into another world,”
said Kerri Dick, “You go into a
supernatural world. You see things
so much differently. Things come
through you.”
The shared time weaving and
learning has dissipated, Willie
White has returned home, but the
longhouse still resonates with energy
says Sherri Dick, and it is that energy
which inspires new practitioners with
the promise of a journey into a place
where much is revealed. •
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Tree rings tell stories too
by Hilary Thorpe and Elizabeth Bulbrook
On a hot sunny Friday in the first
week of July, a dedicated group of
Haida mappers, forest ecologists, an
archaeologist and other Islanders
holed up in the Kaay Llnagaay to
immerse themselves in a workshop on
“dendrochronology”, the science of
tree rings.
Several years ago, while working on the
Council of the Haida Nation’s, 1000year Cedar Strategy, forester Lana
Wilhelm was asked many questions
about how ancient cedars grow.
Together with archaeologist Elizabeth
Bulbrook, Wilhelm started talking
with University of British Columbia
researchers to begin answering these
questions. The questions prompted a
workshop with the purpose to train
local people on tree ring techniques
most useful for cedar research and
management. The learning took place
in conjunction with a 2-day air photo
training session run by Sarah Gergel
and her graduate students from the
Landscape Ecology Lab at UBC. Both
sessions were funded by Environment
Canada’s Environmental Damages Fund.

Lori Daniels and Gerry Morigeau examine a sample from a CMT
that had been bark stripped 4 or 5 times since 1541.

The dendrochronology workshop was
led by Lori Daniels, a professor from
UBC who has been studying Western red cedar
for nearly 20 years. Dr. Daniels stressed the
importance of developing a local “chronology”,
a record of the relative tree ring widths for
each calendar year that goes back as far in time
as possible. Chronologies document the past
climate—for example, if there is a drought,
the ring will be narrow in that year—and
also provide a pattern against which to cross
date wood samples to determine their age.
Since Red cedar is very long-lived, it would be
possible to build a local chronology that goes
back several hundred years.
One application of dendrochronology is to
date Culturally Modified Trees (CMTs),
which are also referred to as Red cedar

Archeology (RCA). When trees are stripped of their
bark, they form a scar but continue to grow. Using the
methods learned during the workshop, participants were
able to determine from CMT samples* what year the tree
was bark-stripped (sometimes even the season), how
long the tree lived after and how old the tree was when
it was bark-stripped.
If you have any questions about dendrochronology and
its potential applications in Haida Gwaii, please contact
Hilary Thorpe (250.559.8413; email: hilary.thorpe@ubc.
ca). If you are interested in archaeology related cedar
projects, contact Elizabeth Bulbrook (250.559.7707;
email: bulbrook@haidagwaii.net).
*Samples were taken from RCA sites that were logged in 2007 near Naden Harbour. The CHN
opposed the destruction of these trees and had the Haida Heritage and Forest Guardians
collect the disc samples from the licensee so that some information could be gained from this
loss.
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The Raising of Xaad xilaa gyaahlaang gyaa’aang –
the Haida Medicine Story Pole
by Florence Lockyer
May 18, 2009 marked an historic
day, not only was it the one year
anniversary of the Alert Bay trip
and the exchange of culture with
the Kwakwaka ‘wakw, but it was
also the day the Islands community
raised the Xaad xilaa gyaahlaang
gyaa’aang, the Haida Medicine
Story Pole.

rise. The pole wavered at the top
end and the Davidson instructed
more lifters to move to that position.
The second attempt to lift the pole

Donnie Edenshaw sang a song
to begin bringing Xaad xilaa
gyaahlaang gyaa’aang to life and
Christian and his apprentices began
the dance to wake the pole spirit,
“Huksta! Hygwa! Huksta! Hygwa!
Huksta! Hygwa!”

The pole was commissioned by the
Old Massett Village Council and
was gifted to the Villages of Masset
and Port Clements to celebrate the
unification of the three communities
around the development and design
of the newly opened Masset Clinic
Hospital complex. The new building
also houses the Northern Health
Authority programs.
Christian White was at the helm of
the pole project for the past couple
of years ago. Christian’s apprentices,
Allan Weir, Steven Mitchell-Yeltatzie,
Cory Bulpitt, and Vernon White
also worked on the pole, along
with young apprentices JJ Williams,
Neil Goertzen, Daisy White, Sylvia
Williams, and Amos Williams, to
name a few. Many other people
offered assistance with the pole and
the events surrounding the raising of
the pole—cooks who brought food,
painters, and weavers who offered
their regalia to the dancers.
Gene Davidson was in charge of the
physical—and boy was it physical—
process of standing the pole. His
strong instruction and loud booming
voice directed all the moves necessary to get the pole up. It was a
very delicate and precise operation.
An entourage of strong men assisted
moving the pole from the truck to
the place where it would eventually
stand. The first bellow of Davidson
instructed the determined lifters to

New instructions saw the pole
reverse slightly and then gently move
forward and down. Another slight
maneuver and it glided right into
place, ready for raising.

Christian White with Xaad xilaa
gyaahlaang gyaa’aang.
was good. Xaad xilaa gyaahlaang
gyaa’aang moved slowly but surely
forward a few feet. The lifters had a
few moments to catch their breath
and brace their muscles for the next
few steps. After the third repetition
of lifting, walking, blocking and
resting, Davidson paused the process
to deliberate on the next move.
An eagle, with watchful eyes, soared
high above the trees that lined the
back of the hospital.
Braces were then positioned inside
the pit where the pole would be
placed. Another few steps, lower,
and rest. Davidson rising to the
occasion, positioned himself on
top of the pole to get a better
perspective of where it was going.
16

And then it was time to stand
the majestic pole. A few more
adjustments to the poles position,
rocks were placed in the pit, and
then more leveling. Then Davidson
magically guided the rope pullers
to pull the pole to it’s height. The
crowd was awestruck as it slowly
and sleepily stood and blinked at
the crowd gathered at its feet. More
rocks and gravel were added around
the base to stabilize the pole and
prepare it for its duty as sentinel.
Several more songs were sung to
give the pole energy for its long post.
As the afternoon sun warmed
the witnesses, the pole—in all its
grandeur—awakened to watch over
our hospital clinic and all those who
visit. Haaw.aa, Xaad xilaa gyaahlaang
gyaa’aang! Welcome!
Everyone was then invited back to
the Old Massett Community Hall for
the feast.
The Master’s of the Ceremony,
Vince Collison and Ken Rea, greeted
guests as they came into the hall and
informed them that the stew was on
its way and parents were encouraged
to keep small children away from the
pots as they were extremely hot.
Sgaann 7iw 7waans, Alan Wilson,
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welcomed people and gave thanks
for the beautiful day. He expressed
how special the day was and that
it was a real treat to see and feel
such magnetism from the day. He
welcomed visitors from Canada—90
miles east—to the land of the Haida,
enjoy your stay and
haaw.aa!

Earl, NWCC Essential Skills for Work
Program/Arts ACCESS instructor,
was honoured for his work which
enhanced the program to meet
the needs of the community.
Acknowledgement was given to the
students and first year apprentices,

The Reverend Lily Bell,
blessed the food and
also offered a moment of
silence to consider those
who could not witness
the event. The awesome
food was prepared by the
OMVC/NWCC Culinary
Arts Program students,
who are instructed by
Darlene Godfrey. After
a full bowl of stew with
delicious dinner rolls,
plates of decadent halibut,
rice, asian noodles, and
caesar salad were served.
Oh, how full we were!

Dino (Eugene) Davidson, Mallary
Collinson, Morris White, and
Judd Russ.
Thanks were extended to Patricia Moore, OMVC Economic
Development Planner, and John
Disney, OMVC Economic
Development Officer for
all their hard work and
dedication to see the
project to the end.
Hereditary leader, Sgaann
7iw 7waans, returned to
express how the picture
on Haida Gwaii is almost
complete and that we can
feel the life in the pole.
He said it is made from a
monumental cedar and
we have fought so hard
for them. Over two years
this project was in the
planning and it is made by
the Haida Nation for the
people of Haida Gwaii—
isn’t it beautiful! He spoke
of when he was in the
carving shed taking pictures
and watching the artists
work on the pole. He also
spoke of being on Athlii
Gwaii, Lyell Island and his
experience there. He said
that one time on Athlii
Gwaii he was in the woods,
he felt kind of funny, and he
looked up saw that a pole
was carved only part way
up—it seemed like it was
yesterday, it was powerful!

John T Jones, OMVC
Acting Chief Councillor,
spoke of this historic and
beautiful day. He thanked
the people who secured
the funds for this project
and the people who
helped carve the pole.
He said that there was a
lot of things behind the
pole such as capacity
building and economic
infrastructure and that
Xaad xilaa gyaahlaang gyaa’aang stands at the Masset
pole was being given to
Clinic Hospital complex.
the hospital as a reminder
of the hard work and
Thasi, Ken Edgars, welcomed
dedication to the hospital
everyone to the feast. He
Bryce Williams, Daisy White and
project. The pole is to honour the
said he felt proud to be a part of the
Jerome Williams. Diane Smith was
doctors and the nurses. It is our way
day’s events and that he is proud to
acknowledged as well.
of sharing with you the respect that
be the chief of Naden Harbour. Thasi
they deserve. Many organizations
said that this pole is evidence of the
As lead carver, Christian White, was
played a large part of the project
community co-operation around the
given a set of carving tools as a gift.
namely Gwaii Trust Society, Coast
hospital project.
He expressed his thanks and spoke
Sustainability, McLean Foundation,
of the value of the day and the
and Service Canada, he said.
Stithdaa, Frank Collison, expressed
anniversary of the trip to Alert Bay.
how he liked the way the Islands
He gave a special acknowledgement
Deputy Chief Councillor, Judy
communities were working together
to his apprentices Amos Williams,
Williams thanked everyone who
for a common cause. The recently
Deena Manitobenis, Sylvia Williams,
honoured their invitation and Fraser
Pole Raising continued over
Photos: page 16, Jack Litrell; this page, Haida Laas
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Pole Raising from page 17
potlatched, Ihldiinii, Alfred Davidson,
offered his thanks. It is a great day,
congratulations for a job well done,
he said.
Public Health representative Maureen
Hughes-McMillan, Village of Masset
Mayor Barry Pages, Northern
Health representatives Sheila and
Cam, Kim Mushinsky, John Disney
also expressed appreciation of the
pole and the memorable occasion
witnessed on this day.
Christian White addressed the hall to
describe the experience of working
with his apprentices. His group, the
Tluu xaada naay Dancers, performed
and brought to life the story of the
pole. He gave a description of how
the pole related to his family, and
how they are involved in the dance.
Christian acknowledged his long
time friend, Gene Davidson, and
presented his apprentices with gifts.
Special thanks and gifts were given
to his sister Sharlene White-Davidson,
and his wife Candace Weir-White.
High consideration was given to
Caitlyn Davidson and Kristy Bell for
painting the pole, Evelyn Van der
hoop for the Naaxiin design on
the pole, tsiinii Stephen Brown for
support with the language, Warren
McIntyre for the invitation and poster
picture, and Vince Collison. Monty
Stewart-Burton was acknowledged
for moving the pole to its location,
Bo Collison for driving the truck and
Pete Thompson for blessing the pole.
The closing song was the Farewell
Song, which was given back to the
Haida on their trip to Alert Bay, and a
prayer was offered by Reverend Lilly
Bell.
Our life time is a short time for
the supernatural, but this day was
endless and the memories of it will
be in our minds and hearts forever. •

More photos of the pole
raising at haidanation.ca.

Identifying large brown seaweeds at Ops beach, Masset. Dolly Garza, Lana
Wilhelm, Ralph Stocker and Sanne Koenig

The Seaweed Pantry
By Sganggwaay, Dolly Garza
Seaweeds are a traditional food for
many people around the world.
I’ve been to a “seaweed museum”
in Hokkaido, Japan where seaweeds
are an important food to the local
culture. I’ve also studied a thousand year old spruce root gathering basket unearthed along the
shores of Prince of Wales Island,
Alaska. The basket was made the
same way we make our seaweed
gathering baskets today. Seaweeds
sustain Hawaiians and other Pacific
Islanders, northern Europeans, and
of course the North Pacific cultures
where seaweeds are still used
extensively.
There are thousands of types of
seaweed. The number of species
along our coast are staggering and
yet we use only a handful, but a
handful is enough for home use,
and we can easily collect them year
round.
Fucus or Popweed is the easiest to
find and gather; yet we walk over
18

Fucus, also known as Popweed is a
common edible seaweed.
or around it on our way to prized
seaweeds like sgyuu. Seaweed can be
picked anytime of year and at almost
any low tide along rocky shores.
The large-brown flat shiny seaweeds
like sugar whack, giant kelp, and bull
kelp are also abundant along our
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shores and a short harvesting trip can
result in a years worth of delicious
seaweeds with relatively little work
required for drying and storage.
Most seaweeds can be used fresh or
when air-dried they can be stored
for year round use. Once dry they
can be oven-toasted for a nutritious
seaweed chip, or soaked to refresh
them and used in soups, stir-fries,
fried rice, etc. Bull kelp has been
used in pickles, salsas, and chutneys.
The upcoming Sustainable Living
Fair (an initiative of the Hecate
Energy Institute and Sierra Club of
Canada), Haida Fisheries Program
and the NaiKun Energy Centre cosponsored two seminars on the
identification and use of seaweeds in
May and June. A fun and delicious
tasting table of dried and pickled
seaweeds followed a slide show
presentation, and a field trip the
following morning gave participants
an opportunity to identify and collect
many types of seaweed at low tide.
Over a hundred people attended
these two events and learned the
basics for the sustainable harvest
of edible seaweeds around Haida
Gwaii. As we focus on growing and
gathering our own food for local
self-reliance and food security, we
can look to seaweeds to contribute
to the sustenance, nutrition and
flavors at our dinner tables. For
more information on seaweed
identification check out these two
websites: www.seaweedsofalaska.
com and www.geog.ubc.ca/
biodiversity/eflora/algae. •
• • •

Sganggwaay, Dolly Garza is a retired professor
from the University of Alaska, Marine Advisory
Program.
Her book “Common Edible Seaweeds in the
Gulf of Alaska” can be ordered through Alaska
Sea Grant: www.alaskaseagrant.org.

The path to Hlgaagilda - a way to remember
by Kwiaahwah Jones
In our culture, when someone
dies a monument is usually raised
to remember them by. The type of
monument varies. Two hundred
years ago, mortuary poles were
raised, human remains were
placed at the top of the pole in a
box, then fronted with a carved
plague, or a memorial pole
may have been raised, dressed
with rings to commemorate
the person and the number of
potlatches they held, or they
may have been remembered in
a variety of other ways. Today’s
conventional practice consists of
raising a headstone on the grave
a year, or a number of years, after
the death of a loved one.
In the 1880s, a loved one drowned
at sea. The person was from
Hlgaagilda—the original name
of Skidegate—and a stone was
erected to remember them. If
you are from Skidegate you are
probably familiar with the stone as
it still stands today, over a century
later along Front Street in the old
park by the community hall.
This memorial stone once stood
in a forest of totem poles and
monumental houses lining the
beach front that declared the
families of Hlgaagilda. Today the
stone is still there but stands in
front of modern houses and in
view of the Council of the Haida
Nation’s, Skidegate office.
The stone stands as a link to our
past.
In this modern age the stone
also serves as a way for Haidas,
anthropologists and historians to
locate where the old longhouses
once stood—houses that sheltered
our ancestors.
At the time the stone was erected
19

Writer, Kwiaahwah Jones, with the
memorial stone at Hlgaagilda.
Charles Edenshaw was a young
man apprenticing with John
Robson, John Cross was in his
twenties and it was just over a
hundred years since first recorded
contact with our people. The
Indian Act and the potlatch ban
were fresh concepts.
Why is it important that we know
where all of the old houses stood
in old Hlgaagilda? It’s because it
can give us a new understanding
of many things. It tells us that
if we go and dig for blue trade
beads that chances are those
beads belonged to the family that
lived in the spot where they are
found. It tells us of the change in
the creeks that flow through the
village and the change in our way
of living—those creeks at one time
were a prominent lifeline for those
who lived here before us. And it
tells us how quickly things change.
The stone acts as a visual archive
to a way that we once knew in
Skidegate and it remains a way for
us to remember a loved one who
drowned at sea. •
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Birds eye view, gives new perspective on Skidegate
by Kwiaahwah Jones
Skidegate hasn’t always had the small hall with the
red roof along Front Street, nor has it always had
paved roads. The breakwater that protects the hall
was installed in the last 60 years and at one time the
creeks that ran through the village emptied into a
pond where fish spawned. Today that area is Third
Street.
But in just over a hundred years ago Skidegate has
dramatically changed. Large longhouses once faced
the beach and each house had a name and enough
room to accommodate extended families. In front of
the houses, canoes lined the beach, rather than what
you see today, be it a truck or car. Instead of house
numbers, or plagues that spell our family names,
monumental poles stood in front showing the crests of
the those who lived inside.
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If you are curious about this—a beach lined with Haida
houses—you now have your chance, as the Haida
Gwaii Museum holds a small scale model of the what
Skidegate looked like in 1881.
The model was created for curator/anthropologist,
George M Macdonald and was on display at the
Canadian Museum of Civilization, in Quebec. Last
year it was at the Bill Reid Foundation Gallery in
Vancouver and has since the beginning of July it will
be on long-term loan at the Haida Gwaii Museum at
Kaay Llnagaay. The model sits at the museum ready for
exploration and will be here to give curious people a
new perspective on what it was once like to live
in Skidegate.•

